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On December 21, 2022, the Ohio Bureau of Criminal Investigation (BCI) was requested to
investigate the facts and circumstances surrounding an Officer-Involved Critical Incident (OICI)
that occurred at Sidney Foodtown, located at 1010 Wapakoneta Avenue, Sidney, Shelby County,
Ohio. The OICI occurred when Sidney police officers encountered Todd I. Jordan (Jordan), who
was armed with a gun inside Sidney Foodtown.

On December 23, 2022, at 0945 hours, BCI Special Agent Steven Seitzman (SA Seitzman)
conducted a phone interview with Travis David Gossard (Travis) regarding information he
relayed to his mother, Annette I. Wooddell (Annette). On December 22, 2022, Travis advised
Annette that an unknown person on TikTok with the username "Lihhaamster" had reached
out to him and told him she had information about Jordan. The interview was recorded on a
handheld digital recording device.

The information provided below summarizes key points from the recorded interview and is not
a verbatim account. Further, this report was placed in a chronology to aid the reader’s overall
understanding of the information elicited during the interview and may not be reflective of the
actual sequencing of questions. It is suggested that the full audio recording be reviewed in its
entirety.

Travis advised SA Seitzman that he lived with Annette, Jordan, Dylan Wooddell, and his other
brothers from 2010 to 2014 on Michigan Street in Sidney, Ohio. He advised that Jordan was fine
to be around when he was not drinking; however, when Jordan drank, he could "flip a switch
and be mean." He recalled an incident in or around 2014 when he saw Jordan strike Annette.
He said Jordan moved out for a period of time after that encounter.

Travis advised that he last spoke with Jordan via text message in October 2022. During the text
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message conversation, Jordan accused Annette of corrupting him with drugs. Jordan sent him
an audio file of Annette talking to Sherrie Redinbo (Redinbo), during which Annette allegedly
admitted to putting drugs in Jordan's beer. Travis stated that he still had the text message
conversation and audio file, which he would forward to SA Seitzman.

Regarding the messages he received on TikTok, he advised SA Seitzman that username
Lihhaamster messaged him approximately two weeks ago, stating, "You have to hear what your
mom did to Todd (Jordan)." He advised that he responded to the message by stating that he
knew the account was spurious and to leave him alone.

SA Seitzman questioned Travis about how the person knew to contact him. He said that
Lihhaamster follows Jordan on TikTok. He advised that he had commented on Jordan's TikTok
page at some point, and Lihhaamster must have inquired from Jordan as to who he was.

On December 22, 2022, Travis messaged Lihhaamster, asking if they had information about
the incident on December 21, 2022. Lihhaamster initially indicated that they did not know what
Travis was talking about and asked what happened to Jordan. Lihhaamster later told him that
they communicated with Jordan in the morning of December 21, and Jordan told Lihhaamster
to "watch the news at 9." Jordan then told Lihhaamster he was going to travel. Lihhaamster told
Travis that they speak with Jordan daily. Lihhaamster further said that Jordan would need to
pay if he wanted more information.

Travis informed SA Seitzman that he would forward his conversation with Lihhaamster. He
advised he did not have all of the messages because Lihhaamster may have blocked him,
thereby deleting some of the content.

The interview was concluded at 0956 hours. The audio recording is attached below. Also
attached are the TikTok messages between Lihhaamster and Travis, the text messages between
Jordan and Travis, and the audio file of the conversation between Annette and Redinbo.
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Exhibit 1

Included as a separate file.
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Exhibit 16

Included as a separate file.
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